
Serampore Girls’ College 

Report on  

Celebration of Science Day, 2023 

Date: 28/02/2023 Time: 11:30 a.m to 2:30 p.m 

Venue: Room VB-6 

Objective: To encourage students to learn more by heuristic approach about the modern developments and newer 

windows of scientific world and to make them realize how to make our lives easier by proper and safe utilization 

of those arsenals of technologies.    

Program Details: Department of Sciences (Computer science, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Electronic 

Science, Botany, Zoology) have planned and organized a ‘Science Day’ celebration on 28th of February, 2023. 

With the proper guidance of our honorable Principal Ma’am and collaborative participation of all the departments 

made this event fruitful on the very day. The event inaugurated by our honorable TCS and also members from 

cultural committee were present during the event. The inaugural song was presented by our beloved student 

Prakriti Banerjee and introductory speech was delivered by the student named Muskaan Sharma. Assistant 

Professor of History, Sk Riazul Midde described the specialty of the day. Two different talk was delivered by two 

speakers viz Mr. Anjan Goswami on ‘Introduction to virtual reality and augmented reality’ And Dr. Ipsita 

Chakroborty on ‘Recent advances on chemistry: Green chemistry’. After that we had a poster presentation event 

by our enthusiastic students who showed really nice levels of ingenuity and thoughtfulness through their works. 

Dr. Sandip Majumdar, Mr. Anjan Goswami and Dr. Ananya Ali were the judges to evaluate the striking 

presentations among these new hopes. We are glad to mention that:  

1) Prakriti Banerjee, from Computer Science department and  

2) Lipika Soren of bio sciences’ departments – worked markedly different that need to be mentioned. A token 

of acknowledgement to their hard work was offered to them.  

It is worthy to be mentioned that our honorable Principal ma’am really made her valuable time out to visit our 

event and encourage the students. We felt really honored and hoping for more better plan to work out in coming 

future for sure. At the end of the program a short video on artificial intelligence was shown to the students.  

Outcome: We, the team of Departments of Sciences, were really flabbergasted by the immense response of our 

students to take part in the event. The newer age with shiny intelligence actually struck their mark for sure. We 

are quite hopeful for such future endeavors if our honorable college authority allows us to arrange the fruiting of 

such plans.  



          

    

        


